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YOU WANT TO KNOW THIS ARE YOU READY TO BECOME THE BEST POKER PLAYER!?

TAKE ACTION RIGHT NOW AND GET THIS KINDLE BOOK FOR ONLY $7,99 WITH ONE CLICK

GET IT NOW BEFORE THE PRICE INCREASES!! READ FREE WITH KINDLE UNLIMITED My

name is Tom Mahalo, and Iâ€™ll be providing you with all the information and advice that I possibly

can about how to become the best poker player that you can. In this book, weâ€™ll cover a wide

selection of ideas and theories about what makes a good poker player, as well as some of the most

important factors of play that you will have to understand. Whether you have been playing for five

minutes or five decades, Iâ€™m sure youâ€™ll find some useful ideas and perspectives in here that

you can make something of. YOU ARE MORE THAN WELCOME SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS AND

HONEST REVIEW
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This book is your guide to dominate the card gaming world. You will learn all the secrete rules and

tricks from this book. You will get to know how to formalize your strategy, including how to use a

strategy chart, and what are the rules for doubling down and splitting pairs etc. from here. Poker is a

one of a kind famous and revolutionary game. So, if you want to learn about this game and master it

then this book is a must for you. You can know the techniques of card counting and use it to your

advantage. So, grab your copy while you can.

I was considering purchasing this book based upon its reviews, but I'm glad I didn't. The book's



introductory section on "What You Need to Know" show just how little the author truly knows about

the game.The first tell-tale sign: The author states that "the vast majority of professional and

"serious" poker will follow these numerical values", referencing this link:

http://www.bicyclecards.com/how-to-play/basics-of-poker/. Really? The top players in the world

follow a beginner's strategy...you gotta be kidding me.The second tell-tale sign: The author states,

"You have to know when to bet rather than how much." This is far from the truth. Ever hear of the

term, "small hand, small pot; big hand, big pot?" How much you bet is just as important as to when

you bet.The third tell-tale sign and the nail in the coffin for me is: "Well, the fact is that if you become

a good enough poker player you only need to enter a few tournaments each year to make a strong,

classy wage." Really??? This could be farther than the truth. The recommended bankroll for

tournament poker is 100 buy-ins because its not uncommon for people to go that long without a

HUGE score. If was the author was stating was true...everyone that was a decent tournament player

would be crushing it and not struggling. Look at the top WSOP pros from the early 2000's...several

have gone years without a major cash....that alone should tell you enough.Seriously...all I had to do

is read the free preview (and I'm glad I did) to know this book is a dud with lots of misleading

reviews.Do yourself a favor and read the free preview of this book before you buy it...it'll save you

some $$$.BTW - why is the author categorizing this book as a sport betting book???

Well I couldn't blame myself for losing all the time. That's because I haven't clearly explored the

game itself and I've always wanted to defeat my friends. I get this pang sensation inside me

because of defeat. I have this certain attitude that doesn't like losing. So here I am looking for a

book that could finally help me and I couldn't be more grateful for the author for providing such

effective information that I could finally use when playing. Now I'm confident on playing and use the

strategies this book has taught me. Totally worth the purchase.

I was really bad with poker, so I start to look for some books that will help me with this issue and I

found the Tom Mahalo book. This book is a really good guide for understand how poker works, it

rules and the strategies you will need to become a winer! After reading this book I realise that poker

isn't as difficult as I imagine and that the author explain so well each step. So if you are interested in

becoming a Poker master you need to read this book, is totally recommended.

The aim of this book is improve our idea of what poker stands for. It will help us see the basics and

shall have ideas swirling, palms sweating, desperate to play a game.This book will be providing us



will all the information and advice that possibly can help us how to become the best poker player

that we can. It has proven steps and strategies that can turn a beginner to a pro. Highly

recommended book.

I was once one of those who naively considered poker to simply be a game that relies entirely on

chance and luck. It was only recently that I began to learn poker for what it really is â€“ full of math

and probabilities that can be taken advantage of. I am still very much a beginner when it comes to

the world of poker so I would like to say that the author does a good job of breaking everything

down into easy-to-understand sentences, even when it comes to concepts I once found a bit

intimidating such as Stack-to-Pot ratios (SPRs). For me personally, thatâ€™s the quality that I

admire the most about this book and I recommend it to any other beginners.

the game of poker is a tough game.its about playing smart and using the basics of poker to make

your game more comfortable.this book covers a wide selection of ideas and theories about what

makes a good poker player and the important factors of play that you need to understand as a

poker player.the ideas here are amazing and playing this game has become a lot more easier for

me after reading this book. i have more confidence playing this game again .

The author asked me to review this book and give my honest opinion. I myself play Texas holdem

so I'm no stranger to poker. The book gives you some basic knowledge on betting, etiquette,

mindset, etc. The book well written and reads well and the advise is good.
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